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things through than they did you wouldn't be the leader. You must get their advice

you must realize youre not so much brighter than they are, but you have the respon
as a leader

sibility of leadership. Leadership is necessary, all leaders face dissatisfaction.

One reason we have our evaluation is that there is -- are always --- there is not

a teacher anywhere but some people thought he was a terrible misfit. And there is

probably very few anywhere but that there were one or two that thought he was about

the greatest professor that ever was. And it depends, most of these people don't say

much. But you get 2 or 3 that talk a lot and you get a great many people that simply

echo what they hear, and the result is that if you simply go by what you hear you
down

don't get much idea of the true situation. But if you get everybody to write/on a

piece of paper what their judgment is, you find some extremes on everybody, but you

get on the whole quite a consensus of what people really think. Well so much perhaps

for this difficult position of leadership. If you are going to lead a church you

can't have everybody happy with what you're doing now. But you want to get the best

advice you possibly can and try to keep them happy eventually. And then No.

. The Need of Loyal Support in the Outer PariB of the Camp. You're not going

to have it. You're going to have dissatisfaction if you're the leader of any sort of

a movement. You're going to have dissatisfaction. You're going to have criticism.

But I'm speaking now of those who are in the outer part. Because no matter what

you're on(?) in our work today, in our world today, you are going to be one who is

connected with a lot of different activities and you may be the leader in one

of these activities but you're going to be one on the outer part as far as some of the

other activities are concerned. And if you are going to pick out little things to
influence

critisize in these and cut the influece of the leaders you are not going to be rendering

the service that you should be rendering. 4)f% They say of Thos. A. Edison that when

an inventor would come to him with something, Edison would say, Well why don't you do

it this way? And he would draw something and he said he didn't spend 2 or 3 days working

on it. He simply gave an idea which might have something of help to them, but he said,

when they'd look at it and say. 0 1 can do something better than B)iison did on this.
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